ABSTRACT. The problem on the complete integrability of Hamiltonian systems with exponential interaction is considered. These systems include, in particular, Toda chains and their generalizations. Conditions for the existence of a complete set of independent polynomial integrals are found. A complete classification of integrable systems is given by means of Dynkin diagrams. Certain new integrable chains are indicated.
Introduction
Let W and W* be a dual η-dimensional linear spaces over the reals. We shall denote their elements by χ and y respectively. Let (y, x) be the value of the covector y on the vector χ . Let us consider the function F: W-»R defined by 1) where the v k are nonzero real numbers and a { , ... , a m are nonzero vectors from W*. The function V plays the role of the potential energy of the potential of an exponential interaction. We denote by OT the collection of vectors a x , ... , a m , the "spectrum" of the sum of exponents (1) . Let ( , ) be an inner product in the space W*. The metric ( , ) allows one to identify the dual spaces W and W*. More precisely, there exists a linear isomorphism A: W* -• W such that (y, x) = (y, A~[x) for every χ e W and y eW*. Knowing the metric ( , ) and the potential V, we now can write down the equations of motions of a system with the exponential interaction {W, ( , ) 
with Hamiltonian Η = Τ + V, where Τ = (y,y)/2 is the kinetic energy of the system. Let D: W -> W be a nondegenerate linear operator, and let D*: W* -• W* be the adjoint operator. The map W χ W* -> W χ W* given by the formulas χ = Dx and y = (D*)~ly is canonical. In particular, in the new variables x\, ... , x' n , y [, . .. , y' n the Hamiltonian equations (3) will have again the canonical form with the same Hamiltonian. By a suitable choice of D we may reduce the kinetic energy to a sum of squares:
Hamiltonian systems of the form (2) are frequently encountered in applications. For instance, the dynamics of a finite periodic Toda chain [ 1 ] is described by a system (3) with the Hamiltonian function Χ η+\= Χ \·
5=1 5=1
Equations (2) are also encountered in the study of certain homogeneous cosmological models in general relativity theory [2] . Many papers are devoted to the search of cases of integrability of Hamiltonian systems (2) . Henon [3] , Flaschka [4] , and Manakov [5] established the complete integrability of the Toda chain: the Hamilton equations with Hamiltonian (4) have η independent first integrals, polynomial in the impulses, that are pairwise in involution. This result was generalized in [6] - [8] to the case when the spectrum of 9tt is a system of simple roots of a simple Lie algebra. From this point of view, to the Hamiltonian (4) there corresponds an algebra of type A n . Sklyanin [9] indicated another integrable generalization of the Toda chain: + a n exp(-x n ) + ^-exp(-2x H ),
where α, , /?, , a n , and β η are arbitrary real constants. The method of [3] - [9] is based on the representation of Hamilton's equations (2) as an L-A Lax pair. The entries of the matrices L and A are linear functions of the impulses y l , ... , y n whose coefficients are finite sums of real exponents:
J2f x exp(c x ,x), / A eR, c ; eR".
Consequently, the traces of the powers of the matrix L-the integrals of Hamilton's equations-are polynomials in the impulses with coefficients of the form (6) . In the general case little is known about the integrability of systems (2) . In [10] the case was considered when 9JI consists of η + 1 vectors a { , ... , a n+l , and any η of them are assumed to be independent. It is proved that under these assumptions a criterion for the algebraic integrability of (2) is that for every i φ j. The algebraic integrability means, in particular, that the variables y s and exp^ (1 < s < n) are meromorphic on the plane of complex time for almost every initial data. The search for necessary algebraic integrability conditions is based on a classical method of Kovalevskaya that she used in solid dynamics [11] . We observe that far from every completely integrable system of the form (2) is algebraically integrable in the sense of the definition [10] . A simple example with one degree of freedom is
where f m (-) is a polynomial of degree m with simple roots. This system is not algebraically integrable for m > 5 . Indeed, the functions
are solutions with a total energy reserve of h . Clearly, for m > 5 for almost every h the function t H-> q(t) is multivalued on the complex plane. We shall study the integrability of (2) in the real domain.
In [6] Bogoyavlensky has shown the complicated behavior of the trajectories of (2) with an infinite Coxeter group generated by reflections with respect to the vectors ael. It would be interesting to relate the finiteness of the Coxeter groups with the existence of an additional integral independent of the energy Η. §1. Structure of integrable systems A Hamiltonian system of equations (2) is called Birkhoff integrable if it has η integrals, polynomial with respect to the impulses, with coefficients of the form (6) whose leading homogeneous forms are almost everywhere independent (as functions in W χ W*).
In the case of two degrees of freedom we replace the independence condition of the leading forms by the weaker condition of independence of an additional polynomial integral of the energy integral (as analytic functions in the phase space W χ W*).
Birkhoff studied the conditions for the existence of linear and quadratic integrals in the impulses of general natural Hamiltonian systems with two degrees of freedom [12] . The existence of these integrals is connected with the existence of "hidden" cyclic coordinates and separated canonical variables. The Hamiltonian systems in [3] - [9] are Birkhoff integrable, as was observed above.
We shall say that a vector in 9Jt is maximal if it has the greatest possible length among all the vectors of OT having the same direction.
Our main result is the following THEOREM It is convenient to compare this assertion with the result of [10] , which considered the case when Μ consists of η + 1 vectors a, , ... , a n+1 such that any subsystem of η vectors is linearly independent. In [10] it was shown that a criterion of algebraic integrability of (2) is precisely the fulfillment of (7). Corollary 1 states that in this case a criterion of Birkhoff integrability is condition (7) The deduction of 1) from condition (7) is well known in the theory of root systems (see, for instance, [13] and [14] Let a and β be vectors from 971 and let φ be the angle between them. If the Hamiltonian system is Birkhoff integrable then, as stated in Corollary 2 to Theorem 1, 4 cos 2 φ may be one of the following integers: 0, 1,2, 3, or 4. This fact suggests that we should introduce the Coxeter graph of the Birkhoff integrable Hamiltonian system. This is a graph whose vertices are the vectors of 97Ϊ, and two vertices α and β are joined by 4 cos φ edges. Clearly, if the integrable system is irreducible then its Coxeter graph is connected and nonempty.
If dim W* = 1 , then 971 Π W* may be any finite set of vectors. This remark follows from the complete integrability of Hamiltonian systems with one degree of freedom. Leaving aside these trivial cases, we assume below that dim W* > 1.
Thus, let us consider the structure of an integrable irreducible Hamiltonian system with η > 1 degrees of freedom. PROPOSITION 
Any two linearly dependent vectors of 97t have the same direction.
PROOF. Let us set U n = {b e W*: (a, b) < 0}. Let α and β be linearly dependent vectors of 97i. If γ 6 97t and γ Φ ka , k e R, then by Theorem 1 we have γ € Π α and γ e Π ". If α and β have opposite directions, then the intersection Π η Π Π " is a hyperplane in W* orthogonal to both a and β . Therefore, in this case γ is orthogonal to the vectors a and β . But this contradicts the irreducibility assumption. The proposition is proved.
We say that an integrable system with spectrum 9Jt is complete if there is no nonzero vector a G W* such that the set 9Dt U {a} satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1. The spectrum of each Birkhoff integrable Hamiltonian system is obtained from a complete spectrum by dropping part of the elements. Of course, in this reduction of Tl we must preserve the connectedness of the Coxeter graph, and the number of its vertices cannot be less than dim W* = η .
As is easily understood, the Coxeter graph determines only the angles between pairs of vectors of 9JI. In order to be able to reconstruct the ratios of the lengths of the vectors we assign to every vertex of the Coxeter graph a coefficient proportional to the square of the length (a, a) of the corresponding vector a e Wl. This extended Coxeter graph will be called a Dynkin scheme (as is customary in the theory of root systems). We agree to identify Dynkin schemes differing only by a positive proportionality coefficient. This convention can be given a clear dynamical meaning.
Let us consider two dynamical systems such that the vectors of their spectra differ by a positive factor k > 0. It is not hard to check that the change χ >-» xk , t>-^kt carries the equations of motion (2) of one system into those of the other. Using Corollary 2 to Theorem 1 and Proposition 2, one can prove that the Dynkin scheme uniquely (up to an isomorphism) determines the spectrum of an integrable irreducible Hamiltonian system (cf. [13] and [14] ). THEOREM 
The Dynkin scheme of a complete irreducible Birkhoff integrable
Hamiltonian system is isomorphic to one of the following schemes:
COROLLARY. The spectrum of an irreducible Birkhoff integrable Hamiltonian system with η > 2 degrees of freedom contains at most η + 3 distinct vectors.
The estimate card 971 < η + 3 cannot be improved. This is shown by the example of a system with Hamiltonian function (5) .
In order to prove Theorem 2 we shall need the following fact. Let 97t' denote the set of vectors of 2H that are dependent with those a { , ... , a n+1 for which χ. φ 0. By Lemma 1, the sets Wl' and OT \ Wl' are orthogonal. Since by assumption the system is irreducible, it follows that 971 = 9tt' and all the x i are nonzero. In particular, any η vectors from the set α λ , ... ,a x are linearly independent. The proposition is proved.
There is a complete classification of systems of η + 1 vectors in «-dimensional Euclidean space satisfying (7) and such that each proper subsystem is linearly independent (see [15] , and also [10] ). Such systems are systems of simple roots of graded Kac-Moody algebras. The complete Dynkin diagrams a)-k) enumerated in Theorem 2 were obtained from the well-known root systems of Kac-Moody algebras, taking into account the fact that the spectrum of an integrable system may contain vectors with the same direction. We omit the simple arguments. Assume now that 971 contains η linearly independent maximal vectors satisfying condition (7) . It turns out that such a system is not complete in the sense of our definition: to these η vectors we can add one vector so that condition (7) will be preserved and any subsystem of η vectors will be linearly independent. This follows, for instance, from the fact that a Dynkin diagram of a system of simple roots is obtained from a diagram of root system of certain Kac-Moody algebra by dropping one vertex [ 13] - [ 15] . Now let us consider the question on the Birkhoff integrability of the Hamiltonian systems enumerated in Theorem 2. In the cases a)-g) the complete integrability was established in [6] and [16] . The Hamiltonian of a system with a Dynkin scheme i) can always be reduced to the form (5). This system has been integrated in [9] .
The graph j) corresponds to a This is a new integrable chain. If v 3 = 0 or v 4 = 0, we obtain the integrable chains of [6] and [16] . Clearly, the leading homogeneous forms of the functions Η and F are independent. A Hamiltonian function with Dynkin scheme h) has the following form in suitable canonical variables:
+ a n exvx n + fi n exp{2x n ); a n ,fi n eR,n>4.
If either a n = 0 or β η = 0, then the complete integrability of this system has been established in [6] and [16] : when β η -0 this is a system of type B n (by the classification in [6] ), and when a n = 0 we obtain a system of type 6J 1 ' (by the classification in [10] ). The question of the integrability of the Hamiltonian equations with Hamiltonian (8) in the general case, when a n φ 0 and β η Φ 0, remained unclear. The answer to this question is apparently positive.
The question on the integrability of a Hamiltonian system with a graph k) turned out to be more complicated. In [6] and [16] Hamiltonian systems were integrated with two degrees of freedom whose oriented Coxeter graph has the following form: S They are obtained from the graph k) by eliminating two vertices. We have studied the problem on the Birkhoff integrability of a system with Hamiltonian
Its Coxeter graph is obtained from that of k) by dropping one vertex. This case diifers from the general one in that all the linearly independent vectors from Μ satisfy (7). It turned out that if all the coefficients υ ; are nonzero then the Hamilton equations with Hamiltonian (9) do not have an additional integral whose power does not exceed 6. The number 6 is not accidental: this is the rank of the Coxeter group generated by reflections with respect to vectors in the spectrum of 97t. We observe that in the remaining integrable systems with two degrees of freedom the degree of the additional polynomial integral is precisely equal to the rank of the corresponding Coxeter group. Apparently a system with Hamiltonian (9) (and all the more a system with graph k)) is not Birkhoff integrable.
§2. Necessary integrability conditions
Let e x , ... ,e n and e*, ... , e* be dual bases in W and W*. We introduce an order relation in W*, which we shall denote by -<. Let σ = Σ σ,-e* and δ = Σ $i e * • We say that σ =<: δ if for the least index k such that a k Φ o k we have a k < δ ίι . Clearly, -< is the usual lexicorgraphic order relation in W* in the basis e* , ... , e* . This relation induces in a natural way an order relation in W. We say that σ < δ if either σ < δ or σ = δ .
The proof of Theorem 1 uses the following assertion, which has independent interest. We make two remarks. 1) For condition (2) to hold it suffices to require that β be a maximal vector of 971 linearly independent of a .
2) Theorem 3 is also valid when the metric ( , ) is pseudo-Euclidean. Theorem 3 will be proved in §3. Now we will deduce Theorem 1 from it.
On the vector W* we may introduce a natural afnne structure; therefore, 97t may be regarded as a finite collection of points of an afnne space. We denote by ^(9Ji) the convex hull of 971. Clearly, If(9Jt) is a convex polyhedron in the «-dimensional afnne space. The necessary notions from the theory of convex figures may be found, for instance, in [17] . PROOF. Let γ be a segment joining a and β . Clearly, γ is an edge of the convex polyhedron l?(97t). Since a and β, as vectors of W*, are linearly independent and l?(97t) is a convex polyhedron, then there exists a hyperplane Γ not containing 0 e W* such that Γ nif(97i) coincides with Γ. There are two possibilities: either Γ separates the polyhedron If (97t) and the point 0 e W* , or it does not separate them. In the first case we choose the following basis in W*: e* = a, ε* 2 is the vector starting at β and ending at a, and e\ , ... , e* are vectors in Γ linearly independent of e\ . In the second case we choose the vectors (-e*), e\ , ... , e* as the basis.
Clearly, in this basis the vector a is the maximal element of the set 9Jt. Let a be the greatest element in 97ί \ {α} . Clearly, a , as a point of the afnne space, is the nearest point to a in the set (9Jt\ {α}) ΠΓ. We claim that the angle between α and a is not less than π/2. Indeed, otherwise both a and a satisfy conditions (1) -(3) of Theorem 3, and so the Hamiltonian system under consideration is not integrable. Let β' be the nearest point to β in (9Jt\{/?})ny . We prove analogously that the angle between β and β' is not less than π/2. Since the vectors a and β are independent by assumption, the angle between them is strictly less than π. Consequently, the point a actually coincides with the vertex β , and β' coincides with a. Hence it follows that the vectors a and β satisfy conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 3. If (3) also holds, the system will be nonintegrable, against the assumption. The lemma is proved. LEMMA 
Assume that the original Hamiltonian system is not Birkhoff integrable. Then the following assertions are true:
(
1) All the points of Wl lie on rays starting at 0 e W* and passing through the vertices of the convex polyhedron &(Wl),
(2) The angles between these rays are not less than π/2.
PROOF. Let δ be a point of 9J1. Then there is a vertex σ of the polyhedron &(UJV) such that the angle between σ and δ is acute. For otherwise all the vertices lie in the half-space Π^ = {y e W: {y, δ) < 0} . Hence, if (9Jt) c Π^ , and therefore δ £ f(9Jt). We reach a contradiction. We shall assume that δ does not lie on the ray given by the vector σ . Then the angle between σ and δ is nonzero. We may also assume that σ has maximal length among all the vectors of 9JI with the same direction as σ.
Let Γ be the hyperplane passing through σ (as a point of affine space) and orthogonal to the vector σ . Let us denote by Π the closed half-space with boundary Γ which does not contain 0. We show that §?(9Jt) has only the point σ in common with Π. Indeed, otherwise there is another point τ ψ σ. But then there is a point μ, a vertex of 2?(3Jt), that is connected to σ by an edge and lies in Π. Let us prove this assertion by contradiction. Clearly, £?(2H) = M x U M 2 , where M, is the convex hull of the vertices of S?(9Jt) except σ , and M 2 is the convex hull of the edges issuing from σ .
Let us consider the segment γ joining σ and τ. Assume there is no such point μ . Then γ η Μ 2 = Π Π Μ 2 = σ , the set γ Π Μ { is closed and does not contain σ . But this contradicts the relation γ c (M, U M 2 ). Thus, there is indeed such a point μ. The angle between σ and μ is acute and nonzero. Consequently, by Lemma 2, the system is nonintegrable.
Thus, i?(97t) Π Π = {σ} . Let us consider the following basis {e*} in W*: e* = σ , and e\ , ... , e* n are independent vectors in Π. Let -< be the corresponding lexicographic order relation. Clearly, σ is a maximal element in 2Jt and δ > 0. Let δ' be the maximal element of ΐΰΐ that is linearly independent from σ. Since δ' > δ , we have (σ , δ') > 0 and therefore the angle between σ and δ 1 is also acute. By Remark 1 after Theorem 3 the system is nonintegrable. The lemma is proved. Now it is not hard to prove Theorem 1. By Lemma 3, for any two linearly independent vectors σ and τ of OT we have (σ , τ) < 0. Let a and β be linearly independent vectors of OT, and assume that a is maximal. Let us choose the following basis {e*} in W*: e* = a , e 2 = β , and the vectors e^ , ... , e* are orthogonal to a and β . Let τ = £] τ,-e* e 9Jt. Let us prove that τ, < 0 if τ and a are linearly independent. Indeed, On the other hand, the last inequality may be written as x\(e\, e\) + 2x { x 2 {e*, e\) + x\{e* 2 , e* 2 ) < 0.
However, this contradicts the positive definiteness of the Gram matrix \\(e*, e*)\\, /,; = 1,2. Thus, the order relation -< corresponding to the basis {e*} is such that a is the greatest element of Wl and β >• 0. Moreover, if τ £= β then τ has the same direction as either a or β . These properties of the vectors a and β imply conditions (1) and (2) 
Now let β be the vector in OT of maximal length having the same direction as β . For some integer k > 0 we obtain the analogous relation
from (10) and (11) Together with the Hamiltonian system (3) let us consider the following system containing a parameter ε :
As shown in [18] , one can carry over to these systems the classical scheme of perturbation theory and relate the results of this theory with the problem on the existence of a complete set of independent integrals (cf. [19] , Chapters V and IX). The results in this section were announced in [18] .
Following the idea of the classical perturbation theory, let us attempt to find a formal canonical transformation χ , y ι - Hence we obtain an infinite chain of equations for the successive determination of 5j, S 2 , ... and Κ χ , K 2 , ... :
Let us study the solvability of the first equation of this system. We write down formula (1) for the potential H l in a more convenient form for subsequent computations:
Here the summation is taken over a finite set of vectors a E UJl. We assume that α Φ 0; the constant term in this formula may be associated with the function Κ χ . We shall seek a solution as a sum of exponents:
The coefficients of S x are not defined on the "resonant" hyperplanes (v, a) = 0, a effl. We denote the union of all those hyperplanes by Β, , and call it the first-order secular set.
The equation for S 2 has the same form as S,. The function
2\dx' Ox
is a finite sum of exponents; however, its coefficients already depend on the new impulses ν . We shall seek S 2 as the sum
We put into K 2 the terms of (16) independent of χ . From the second equation of (14) we find, taking (15) 
The second-order secular set B 2 is defined as the set of all «eR" such that {ν , τ) = 0 (τ φ 0) and (υ, r)S\ φ 0. The equations for S 3 , S 4 , ... are solved successively by the same scheme. Let us set
The coefficients in this sum are found by the following recurrent formula:
which follows form (14) and (17). Let us introduce the mth order secular set B m . It consists of all the ν s R" such that (1) (ν,τ) = 0, T/0,and
Let us set Β = | j f B k , and call it the secular set of the Hamiltonian system (13). The secular set is defined in R" = {v} . Identifying the Cartesian spaces R" = {v} and R" = {y}, we obtain a set of points in the {y}-space. In the sequel we shall denote this set also by Β.
The convenience of introducing and studying the secular set is clear from the following assertion. PROPOSITION 
Assume that the Hamiltonian system (3) has η polynomial integrals with respect to the impulse with coefficients of the form (6). Then their leading homogeneous forms do not depend on the x-coordinate and are dependent functions at all the points of the set Β.
The structure of the secular set is described by Since the leading homogeneous forms of the polynomial integrals are analytic functions in R" = {y} (Proposition 4), Proposition 4 and the main lemma imply Theorem 3. Indeed, the Jacobian of the leading homogeneous forms is an analytic function in R" = {y} vanishing on an infinite set of hyperplanes passing through the origin. Therefore the Jacobian is identically zero, and hence the leading homogeneous forms of the η polynomial integrals are everywhere dependent. The main lemma will be proved in §4, and now we shall prove Proposition 4.
Let us make the following change in the Hamiltonian system (3):
IHX, yt-ty/y/e, ty-+\fiit.
After this substitution (3) becomes system (13) and the polynomial integral becomes F + y/εΦ (up to an unessential constant factor), where F and Φ are analytic functions of ε. Clearly, F and Φ are integrals of (13), and one of the independent terms F Q = F\ £=o or Φ ο = Φ| ε=0 coincides with the leading homogeneous form of the original polynomial integral. We shall prove a stronger version of Proposition 4 for a Hamiltonian system (13) having η formally analytic integrals with respect to ε The coefficients of these power series-the functions iy-are finite sums of exponents £/x), (20) and the functions / are analytic in R" = {y}. In particular, this is the form of the integrals of the Hamiltonian equations (13) obtained from polynomial integrals of (3) by the substitution (19) . In the sequel we shall frequently use the following evident fact: two functions of the form (20) 
where 5, , ... , S m are solutions of the first m equations of (14) . In the new variables the Hamiltonian function becomes is another formal integral of (13), then in the new variables u, υ the first m coefficients of Σ G' S E S are also independent of u. But then, clearly, the first m coefficients of the formal series (21) vanish. Lemma 5 is proved. Now let us prove that the functions F o , ... , .F o are independent at the points of Β. Assume that the point y° belongs to Β, and that the Jacobian 
k>\ where the f k^ are unknown analytic functions for the time being. For ε = 0 the equations will be satisfied if we set S - (v , x) . Since by (23) at υ = y° the Jacobian of the functions i^1', ... , F^n ) is nonzero, it follows that for given f k s) , k > 1, the equations where the coefficients g k are finite sums of real exponents in the .x:-coordinates, analytic with respect to « in a small neighborhood of y 0 . We claim that the differential form is exact, i.e., it is the differential with respect to χ of a formal series Y^,S m (x, v)e m . This series is clearly a solution of (24). In order to prove that (25) is exact we first observe that the functions The proof is by induction on r. For r = 1 the lemma follows from (15) and the definition of a as the greatest element of ffl. Assume that the lemma is valid for every r < m . The function S T r+l is computed by (18) . Assume that τ > (r + l)a. We shall prove that in every term in the right-hand side of (18) there must be a factor S^ for τ > wa, w < r, which equals zero by the inductive hypothesis. Indeed, if σ <pa and δ < qa then σ + δ < {ρ + q)a -(r + 1)α < τ. But this contradicts the summation condition σ + δ = τ. The lemma is proved. (18), setting τ = ma. We consider only nonzero terms on the right-hand side. By Lemma 6 we have σ < pa, δ < qa, and σ + δ = ma -(ρ + q)a, whence σ = pa and δ = qa, are required. The lemma is proved. Thus, by condition 2) of Theorem 3, we obtain either σ -pa and δ = (q -1)α + β , or σ = (ρ -1 )a + β and ί = ήτα. To finish the proof it remains to use the symmetry of (18) with respect to σ and δ . The lemma is proved.
Let us transform (30):
We introduce the following notation: The proof is by induction on m , using (28). Let us set pR p = r p . From (29) we we obtain
Σ ^· (33)
Using the new notation, we have Let us study the secular set. Since the vectors a and β are linearly independent by assumption, the hyperplanes (v , a) -0 and T m -{v: (v , ma + β) = 0} do not coincide. By Lemma 6, the functions S r are analytic almost everywhere on T m for r < m + 1 . In order to find out whether the hyperplane T m belongs to the secular set B m+X we need to study the inequality y m+l φ 0. We use (32). In it we have Xj = S" and y x = (v, /?)Sf . The coefficients S" and S x are nonzero by (15) 
